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Discover The Secret Formula To Quickly Build A Gigantic List Of Subscribers That Can't Wait To Get

Their Hands On What You have To Offer Next. List Building Fast was engineered from the ground up to

help you quickly and easily begin generating your own massively profitable opt-in list. Whether you have

had any experience or not building your own list before -- this course reveals EXACTLY what you need to

know to begin creating subscriber sucking opt-in lists today. Imagine clicking the send button from your

autoresponder service and unleashing a wave of cash sales to your accounts anytime you wanted!?! This

course reveals everything you need to know in easy to follow step by step,multi-media format. In fact,

here's just a small sample of what you're about to discover: Here's a more detailed look at my

step-by-step course: Video 1 - So What On Earth Is A List? This term 'list' may be new to you, and even

something that might seem a little beyond you however that's not the case. In this video we'll explain what

one is, why it's important to have one, an overall look at the system and anything else you need to know.

This technique is not longer reserved for those guru's in the know! Video 2 - Is A Mailing List Really

Profitable? In this video we'll discuss why you should start investing your time and effort into building a list

today and how it will continue to build financial wealth for you the more you look after it and nuture it! We'll

also take a look at many ways you can profit from a list. You'll also see how just a small list of 200 people

was able to produce $120 and how you can scale with business up to heights you never thought possible.
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Video 3 - Being Sensible About Choosing An Autoresponder! Once you've understood the concept of a

mailing list and list building you'll be ready to get yourself an auto-responder service. This video will cover

the essentials you need to know such as requirements, budgeting, whether or not you want to self-hosted

service, which services are the best and most reliable and so much more! Watch this important video to

see what you need to be doing and save yourself problems in the long run! Video 4 - A Look At Aweber's

And GetResponse's Autoresponder Service Aweber and GetResponse are one of the most popular

autoresponder services out there. In this video we'll take a look at their pricing structure, their features

and a quick look at how to use their service. Do take the time to watch this video if you want to know what

you're getting into. Video 5 - Where To Start Once You've Got Your Autoresponder Service The next step

is all focused on the methodology of list building. We'll take a look at things like how your website should

be laid out, categorizing your list into sub-niches for easy management, offering gifts for sign-ups and

much much more. Get this right from the start and you'll find the whole process a lot more easier! Video 6

- List Building With Co-Registration Co-registration is a list building technique that'll allow you to gather

the names and emails of prospects without having to work any harder than you need to. This video will go

into detail about this powerful technique and will also provide you with 4 useful networking sites that'll

allow you to do this. Video 7 - Using Giveaway Events To Boost Subscriber Rates Having the ability to

hold a list is just part of the equation. Building it is another matter altogether which is why you'll be shown

the most effective ways to do it. Giveaway events are a great way to do this and all you need is some

form of original content that you're willing to give away. Don't worry about selling now, you can do it later

and it will pay off. Watch this video to see how it's done. Video 8 - Using Pay Per Lead To Boost Your

Subscriber Rates Paid advertising is very effective because you get results straight away rather than

having to wait days, even weeks for something to happen. In this video we'll take a look at the variety of

paid services you can use to speed up your list building campaign. This is an important video if you're got

a budget to work with and want to know where to put your money. Video 9 - "I've Got A List... Now

What?" This is a common asked question and can leave you out in the cold if you're unsure. Remember

you're not just trying to build a mailing list, you are eventually getting them to buy from you - but it's not

going to happen by force. This video will go through some important steps about what you should be

sending to your list, how often and when. Keeping a pattern going will let them know what to expect and

they will get use to you emails. Video 10 - "Will They Like Me Emailing Them?" Whether or not a



subscriber will like you emailing them is another matter altogether. If you've followed the previous steps

about list building you should have quality leads. However there's a little bit of relationship building

needed before they can trust you and ensure that you're not just another marketer after their money, but

rather have their interest at heart. Watch this video to see how this is done and how you can even do this

automatically! Video 11 - "I Need Stuff To Send Them... What Do I send?" Sending out emails to a mass

of people when you've never done it before can be quite daunting. Yes you've emailed someone one to

one before but on a mass scale there's a few things to consider... You need to make it personal whilst

catering to a wide audience, you want it to be friendly and useful without wasting their time and you want

to do it without offending and encouraging unsubscribes. This video will reveal what you need to know in

this sensitive area and how you can take shortcuts using pre-written messages and PLR material! Video

12 - A Recap On Everything You've Just Learned And Getting To Work! Finally after going through the

previous videos we're going to summarize everything you've learned so far. Get yourself a pen and paper

and jot down these important points because you'll need to refer back to them when you come to building

your mailing list super fast!
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